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Book Reviews
Drukker, Parsons and Maher: Replacement of Renal
Function by Dialysis 4th Edition. Edited by Jacobs,
Kjellstrand, Koch and Winchester. Pub. Kluwer Head,
USA 1994. ISBN 0-89838-414-1.
This book, first published in 1978 was one of the earliest to
take dialysis as its main topic. The authors, all pioneers of
their science, intended it to be the bible of second and third
generation nephrologists, combining theory.and practice in a
single authoritative text. The book was immediately
successful, somuchsothatthosesecondandthirdgenerations
are now themselves the mentors. This edition is the fourth,
with a fresh editorial team and many new contributors. The
debtduetoDrukkerandhiscolleagues iseverywhere apparent
however, and it is satisfying to see their names preserved in
the title. Outwardly the book closely resembles the third
edition, although, probably in view of its expansion to over
one thousand five hundred pages, it now contains eight
separate sections. There has been a great deal of change in
content. This is the expressed purpose of the editors and
credit is due to them andtheirpublishers forthe result, which
many will regard as the leading current reference work on
dialysis. Thecontributors aredrawnfromthe world's leading
nephrology centres. Every topic is covered in more detail
than everbefore, while tens ofthousands ofreferences testify
to the care taken to ensure that all statements are readily
verifiable.
The edition is important because it comes at a time when
dialysis isentering a newera, inwhich itisbecoming routine,
available without restriction to all and able to deliver a
sustainable long-term improvement inhealth. Muchhas been
achieved since the first edition. Membranes have diversified
and become more biocompatible. The technology ofdialysis
delivery has become more sophisticated, while concepts of
adequacy havebeengreatlyimprovedbybetterunderstanding
ofdialysis dosage. However, as Belding Scribner, one ofthe
greatest pioneers observes in his foreword, a doubt arises as
to whether modern nephrologists are truly taking advantage
ofequipment andtechniques whichtohim seemunbelievably
good. Unfortunately, the answer appears to be "no" as
evidenced by an important article from Robert Barth on
"short, high efficiency, and high flux dialysis". Barth
concludes that most dialysis in the United States, using
conventional andevenhighflux, highefficiency membranes,
is inadequate, with prescription "frequently founded on
erroneously high dialyser clearances supplied by
manufacturers". This messagefromthe United States applies
even more to Northern Ireland. Head counts of dialysis
numbers and wishful thinking about patients' well-being are
not enough. Only by measuring accurately, frequently and
honestly the dose ofdialysis to each patient and comparing it
with internationally acceptable criteria of adequacy, can we
achieve for our patients the good outcomes outlined in this
book.
A feature of the edition is the extra space devoted to the
technology of dialysis. This is fully, even rigorously,
presented, with excellent, new contributions on access and
dialysis delivery. In addition a section is devoted to
"organisation and results of chronic dialysis"; and there are
goodentries on suchtopics as quantification andprescription
of dialysis, and dialysis in special clinical situations.
Changes in practice and modern developments have caused a
few chapters to be omitted. Some, such as that on aluminium
toxicity canbe thankfully discarded. Others arehardertopart
with. In particular it is sad to lose Drukker's chapter on the
history of dialysis, as well as his unique contribution to
dialysate regeneration exemplified by the REDY machine.
No science can be understood apart from its roots and I hope
the editors will reconsider this decision.
The physical quality ofthis edition is outstanding, but some
contributions have alotofmisprints. Itis notveryeasytofind
one's way around the book. Each chapterhas its subjects, but
since these are not found in the main Table of Contents,
important information can be missed by the reader, e.g.
concerning peritoneal dialysis, which, because of the nature
ofthe presentation, is scattered throughout various sections.
The index is some help, butcould be fuller. The short articles
on "dialysis and the transplant patient" and "assessing the
progression of renal disease" (mysteriously entitled
"preventionofchronicrenalfailure" intheTableofContents)
though good so far as they go, are best seen as guides to
further study.
This book is essential for all involved in dialysis. For others
it has a place as a reference text. For the medical student,
shorter works are more suitable.
The final impression is overwhelmingly good. I have learned
a great deal and will continue to lean on the book. To end on
a cricketing metaphor:- The nineteen fifties and sixties saw
dialysis as anight-watchman, fendingoffdeathwithdesperate
defence. The seventies and eighties saw it still on the back
foot, though offering increasingly credible resistance. Now,
in the nineties, this latest edition ofDrukker shows us how to
take dialysis on to the front foot, adding match winning
quantity and quality to the renal patients' "innings of life".
J DOUGLAS
At War Within: The Double-Edged Sword of Immunity.
William R Clark, pp 276. Oxford University Press. Price
£17.99. ISBN 0-19-509286-4.
The author of the book is an internationally recognised
authority on cellular immune responses and has published
extensively on the mechanism ofcell mediated cytotoxicity.
This book however, is clearly designed for those with no
immunological background and takes us from the origins of
vaccination past various milestones in the development of
immunology as a science. The introductory section is
characterised byawealth ofpersonal detail regarding thekey
historicalfigures,includingtheintenserivalrybetweenPasteur
and Koch.
The remaining chapters describe the basic components ofthe
immune response, primary immune deficiency diseases,
allergy, autoimmunity and not surprisingly a chapter on HIV
related disease. The basic concepts are well communicated
and the historical perspective is maintained throughout. The
primary immune deficiency disorders are increasingly
understood as a group of conditions characterised by single
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